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Irresistible! Markets, Models, and Meta-Value in Consumer ElectronicsIBM Press, 2005
The consumer electronics industry is entering an era of extraordinary growth. The industry’s best companies will ride that wave to unprecedented success. But, today, many CE companies are struggling with business models that are simply untenable. They must change to survive: they must change even more dramatically to win.
...


		

Seam in ActionManning Publications, 2008
JBoss Seam is an exciting new application framework based on the Java EE platform that is used to build rich, web-based business applications. Seam is rapidly capturing the interest of Java enterprise developers because of its focus on simplicity, ease of use, transparent integration, and scalability.
  Seam in Action offers a...


		

Linux All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
8 books in 1 — your key to the world of Linux!    

    Your one-stop guide to installing, administering, using, and programming Linux    

    Curious about Linux, the amazing alternative operating system? This bookanswers your questions and shows you how to handle several of the most...






		

Palm OS ProgrammingPearson Education, 2002
The PalmOS is the most widely-distributed operating system for handheld computers, with tens of millions of devices in use worldwide.  Palm has a thriving developer community, with over 350,000 registered developers and countless hobbyist developers.  The new edition of PalmOS Programming introduces the many updates to the PalmOS operating system...

		

Elastic BeanstalkO'Reilly, 2011

	Thank you for picking up a copy of this book. Amazon Elastic Beanstalk is one of
	Amazon AWS’s services. It offers a platform for easy deployment of web applications.
	The first version of Elastic Beanstalk handles Java applications running in a Tomcat
	container. Deploying an application has been made as easy as uploading your WAR...


		

Rapid BeagleBoard Prototyping with MATLAB and SimulinkPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of BeagleBoard to develop and deploy practical embedded projects


	Overview

	
		Develop and validate your own embedded audio/video applications rapidly with Beagleboard
	
		Create embedded Linux applications on a pure Windows PC
	
		Full of illustrations, diagrams, and...







		

Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks: Adventures in Better Web Apps (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Whether you need a new tool or just inspiration, Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks explores modern options, giving you a taste of each with ideas that will help you create better apps. You'll see frameworks that leverage modern programming languages, employ unique architectures, live client-side instead of server-side, or embrace...


		

Suse Linux Integration Guide for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2000
This redbook will help you install, tailor and configure the SuSE Linux 7.0 distribution on different servers of the xSeries and Netfinity class. You will be instructed on how to do the basic installation, and installing and configuring different services such as Apache (http-Server), Samba (Fileserver for Windows-based networks), and Postfix (an...

		

Hacking Exposed Cisco NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Implement bulletproof Cisco security the battle-tested Hacking Exposed way

Defend against the sneakiest attacks by looking at your Cisco network and devices through the eyes of the intruder. Hacking Exposed Cisco Networks shows you, step-by-step, how hackers target exposed systems, gain access, and pilfer compromised...






		

Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
You own your own business. You have also created a website for your business that details the products or services that you offer, but it doesn't allow potential customers to purchase anything online. Don't risk losing business-learn to create a dynamic online environment using only three programs. PHP, MySQL and Apache are three popular...

		

Maximum Linux Security: A Hacker's Guide to Protecting Your Linux Server and WorkstationSams Publishing, 1999

	Maximum Linux Security: A Hacker's Guide to Protecting Your Linux Server and Workstation is designed for system administrators, managers, or Linux users who wish to protect their Linux servers and workstations from unauthorized intrusions and other external threats to their systems' integrity. Written by an experienced hacker--someone...


		

Penetration Testing with PerlPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Perl to perform professional penetration testing


	About This Book

	
		Write your own custom information security tools using Perl and object-oriented Perl modules
	
		Apply powerful Perl Regular Expression syntax to finely tune intelligence gathering techniques
	...
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